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SUMMARY 

The inefficiency of the Virginia Highway Research Counc•A, Model 1• skid 
measurement trailer,and the increasing effort expended by the American Society for 
Testing and Materials toward the development of more stringent specifications for 
pavement skid-resistance measurement vehicles made it imperative that the Virginia 
Highway Research Council obtain a more reliable skid-measurement vehicle if it was 
to maintain its level of excellence in skid-resistant highway surface development° 

The Virginia Highway Research Council, Model 2, skid-resistance measurement 
vehicle developed in the work reportgd here consists of a modified Ford F-600 truck 
chassis, a locally designed and fabricated truck body, the severely modified and rebuilt 
VHRC, Model 1, skid-resistance measurement trailer, and a completely new instru- 
mentation and recording system whose components are divided between the towing vehicle 
and the skid-resistance measurement trailer° 

This report is devoted to a limited discussion of some of the parameters which 
were considered in the development of the VHRC, Model 2• skid-resistance measurement 
vehicle, a description of the resulting vehicle, and a brief description of the operation and 
limitations of the various systems which make up the vehicle° 
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INTRODUCTION 

The coefficient of .friction existing between highway surfaces and the periphery 
of rubber tires has been a matter of concern to vehicle operators ever since the intro- 
duction of the first motor vehicles. Although this earlier interest may have evolved 
only about the possibility of starting and stopping the vehicle, the advent of: more 
powerful, faster, and heavier motor vehicles has increased the significance of this 
frictional force, for it is this force which limits the starting and stopping ability and 
the degree of directional control that is available for maneuvering all ground con- 
tacting, wheel driven motor vehicles. 

There are many parameters which influence the coefficient of friction between 
highway surfaces and various combinations of tires and wheels. These can be divided 
into three groups• road surface factors, tire factors, and vehicle operation factors. 
Some of these parameters are as follows.. 

(1) Road Surface Factors include the type, condition, and texture of 
the aggregate, the type and quantity of the aggregate binder, surface 
temperature, surface contamination, surface modification due to 
weathering and polishing from use, and surface geometry factors 
relating to elevation, crowning, inclination, curvature, and all 
possible combinations of these parameters. 

(2) Vehicle Tire Factors include tire size, tire load, tire tread pattern, 
inflation pressure, contact area, tread and sidewall rubber composition, 
tire body cord composition and geometry, and all possible combinations 
of these factors. 

(3) Vehi.cle Operation Factors .include vehicle size, weight and weight 
distribution, vehicle speed, rate of acceleration or deceleration, 
and rate of change of direction of travel. 

Members of the Virginia Highway Research Council have been actively interested 
in the problem of controlling pavement slipperiness since the early days of the Council. (1) 
Several types of pavement slipperiness measurement methods have been investigated by 



the Council over the years of its existence 
(2 3•4) but early in the program, it was 

realized that the most desi.rable type of slipperiness measurement instrument would 
be one which was capable of accurately measuring the coefficient of fr•ction of pave- 
ment surfaces wh•e o.perat•ng at• or near, normal traffic speeds• in normal traf.fic 
patterns• and wi•h a minimum of disruption of normal traffic flOWo The instrument 
should be self-contained, and should be easily operated by reasonably skilled tech- 
nicianso And• since pavement surfaces are generally more slippery when wet• the 
•nstrument should measure the coefficient of friction of uniformly wet areas of the 
pavement surface° 

The General Motors Corporation published a description of a trailer type 
vehicle for measuring tire-road coefficient of friction.in 1957o (5) The Virginia 
.Highway Research Council used this design, with some modifications, as a pattern 
for the construction of the Vir•.nia Highway Research Council, Modei 1(6), skid- 
.measurement trailer. 

The Virginia skid unit did not correlate satisfactorily with the stopping-distance 
car or with any other skid-test trailer° The force measuring system used in the Virginia 
unit consisted of a 1949 Buick differential and torque tube assembly mounted under a specially designed trailer body using selected components of the Buick suspension system, 
a Brush Development Corporation, Model BL-202, dual channel recording osc£11ograph, 
and a Brush Development Corporation• Model RD-561200 strain gage ampl.•!•ero These 
last two components were mounted in the towing vehicle. Strain gage elements mounted 
on the torque tribe near the differential sensed the bending moment developed .•n the tube 
caused by the application of the trailer brakes.• and transmitted this force signal to one 
channel of the recording •scillographo This type of force measur£ng system made it 
possib•e .to obtain, using a single recorder channel, an indication of the fricti_onal force 
de•eloped between sliding trailer tires and the pavement surface when the w•eels were 
braked either indf,•idually or simultaneously; but unfortunately• th•s measurement 
system geometry also was sens•.t•ve to the rolling friction of the wheels• axles• bearings• 
and differenti• components, and was also sensitive to vertical excursions of the axle and 
wheel assemb].yo The resulting oscillograph trace was difficult fx) evaluate quant•.tat•ve•y 
w•fh any degree of confi.denceo 

The measurement system difficulties just described together wi•,h other clearly 
ident•fiable• but less severe, difficulties inherent in the VHRC, Model 1• sk.•d----measure•- 
ment vehicle• and the increasing effort expended by the American Soc•.ety for Testing and 
Materials toward the develepment of more stringent specifications for parlement skid- 
resistance •easurement vehicles made it imperative that the Virginia H•ghway Research 
C•uncil obta•.n a more reliable skid-measurement vehicle •f it was to mai.n,ta•n i.ts level 
of excellence in sk£d-•resistant highway surface developmento The insistence of some 
members of the V•rginia Department of Highways that the VHRC, Model 1, skid- resistance measurement vehicle be rebuilt •.•o meet the new specifications rather than 
to perm•.t the des£gn of a comp•ete•y new vehicle d•ctated• to some extent• the geometry 
and performance of the VHRC• Model 2, skids-resistance measurement vehicle° 

Th•s report i•s devoted to •a l£m•.ted discussion of some of the parameters which 
were cons•_de..¢ed :• the development of the VHRC• Model 2, skid•resistance measurement 
•ebicle, to a descript•.on of the resulting vehic•e• andto a brief description of the operatic 



and limitations of the various systems which make up the vehicle. This effort has 
been the joint responsibility of members of both the Virginia Highway Research 
Council and the Instrumentation Development Group, Research Laboratories for the 
Engineeri_ng• Sciences• School of Engineering and Applied Science, University of 
Virginia ('• ,•)o 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The Virginia Highway Research Council, Model 2, skid-resistance measurement 
vehicle has been developed as a composite unit consisting of two mutually dependent 
components, (1) a towing vehicle and (2) an instrumented trailer. Both of .these com- 
ponents were designed to work together in complete harmony, and both were also 
designed to satisfy, as nearly as possible• the following general specifications. 

A. Safety of Both Operating Personnel and-Nor_real. Highway TraffiC 

It was intended that the vehicle be capable of operation at maximum legal passenger 
car speeds° This is 65: mph in Virginia. Safe operation at these speeds while performing 
skid-resistance measurements demands that both the towing vehicle operator and the instru- 
ment operator sit high enough to have an unobstructed view of the roadway, both in front of 
and behind the test vehicle. The vehicle must be instantly visible to motorists but not be 
so outstandingly different. •rom :standard vehicles as to invoke unwarranted curiosity and 
thus provide a distraction for motorists. And certainly, the composite vehicle must, at 
all times, be capable of passing all applicable Interstate Commerce Commission, state, 
and local safety regu]ations 

Bo Measurement Performance 

The VHRC• Model 2, unit was to be designed as a dual purpose vehicle. It was 
intended that the vehicle be capable of reasonably efficient application to routine skid- 
resistance measurement problems and that it could also be applied, without extensive 
systems modifications• to unique surfacest•dieso. The instrumentation should be designed 
so that a reasonably competent technician could safety perform routine, low speed skid- 
resistance measurements without assistance. The vehicle should be designed to be self 
contained so that in excess of 200 skid measurements could be completed between stops. 
And certainly, the vehicle must be, capab.•e of performing skid-resistance measurements 
which conform to the recommendations established by the American Society for Testing 
and Materials. (9) 

Co Maintainability 

The vehicle should be designed to make use of readily available, standard com- 
ponents where such use does not degrade the response or reliability of the vehicle. 
Especially designed and fabricated parts, and components should be reduced to an absolute 
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mi_nimumo Since the skid unit is likely to be away from its home base for periods of 
up to two weeks, the vehicle must be designed so that the necessary additional equip- 
ment such as tires, tools, and spare parts that are required to maintain the unit may 
be safely carried on ito 

The Virginia Highway Research Council, Model 2, skid-resistance measurement 
vehicle, shown in Figure 1, conforms to most of the general specifications that have just 
been discussed. It consists of a modified Ford F-600 truck chassis• a locally designed 
and fabricated truck body, the severely modified and rebuilt VHRC, Model 1• skid- 
resistance measurement trailer, and a completely new .instrumentation and recording 
system whose components.are divided between the towing vehicle and the skid-resistance 
measurement trailer. 
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Figure 1. The VHRC, Model 2, skid-resistance measurement vehicle. 
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THE TOWING VEHICLE 

Ao Selection Factors 

Considerable analytical effort was devoted to a study of desirable operating 
parameters prior to the preparation of the technical specifications that were used 
to obtain the towing vehicle that is a part of the VHRC, Model 2, skid-resistance 
measurement vehicle° Previous experience with the VHRC, Model i• vehicle 
had indicated that the overall length of the new unit should not exceed 33 feet if 
adequate maneuverability were to be assured. S•nce the trailer portion of the 
Model 1 unit could not be readily shortened to less than about 14 feet, the overall 
length of the towing vehicle could not exceed 19 feet. Maneuverability considerations 
also indicated that the wheel base of the new towing vehicle should not exceed ii feet. 
The existence of numerous bridges and underpasses in Virginia having vertical clear- 
ances of i0 feet or less dictated that the maximum height of the towing unit be held 
to 9½ feet and the existence of narrow automobile-traffic channels led to a 90 inch 
maximum width limitation° 

It was arbitrarily decided that the towing vehicle should be capable of carrying 
300 gallons of water to be used for testing° Estimated truck chassis• body, and load 
weights indicated that the towing vehicle should have a gross vehicle weight of about 
13,000 pounds° The ASTM publication cited in reference 9 specifies that the optimum 
weight of the towed vehicle be 2320 pounds and that this weight remain fixed for all 
standard skid-resistance measurements° 

A limited knowledge of the maximum grades on various Virginia highways and of 
the maximum surface friction values that are likely to be encountered led to the general 
requirement that the towing vehicle should be capable of negotiating a 6% .grade at a 
speed of 55 mph while carrying a gross vehicle weight of i0• 000 pounds (almost empty 
water tank) and pulling the 2320=pound trailer with both wheels locked and sliding over 

a pavement surface having a coefficient of friction of 0o 75° 

The towing vehicle should be capable of rapidly accelerating up to a speed of 
60 mpho The transmission and drive train gearing should be suffic•iently flexible so that 
the vehicle could be operated for short periods of time at maximum engine output power 
over a wide range of vehic.•e speeds when measurement conditions demanded• and also, 
thi.s flexibility should permit the vehicle to be operated over long periods of time at 
high vehicle speeds without unduly shortening the engine lifeo 

Selection of the best p•ssible combination., of towing, vehicle engine, transmission, 
differential ratio, and tire size for a given appli6ation does not necessarily follow a 

unique pattern° For example, the vehicle engine can not be selected on the basis of 
total horsepower alone° The total horsepower output of an automotive engine is an indi- 
cation of the maximum power that can be developed only under unique test conditions •nd 
few engines will develop maximum power outputs for more than a few m_•.nutes without 
disintegrating° 



The net output torque rather than the horsepower is the controlling factor in 
predicting the capability of a veh•cle i;o carry or pull a Ioado This ability may be 
expressed in foot-pounds for the engine or in pounds thrust if the rolling resistance 
of the vehicle, the rolling radius oi" the vehicle tires, and the gear train ratio are 

known° 

The shape or progressive slope of the engin• torque vs.speed curve, the width 
of the speed range over which high torques are developed, and the flatness of the high 
torque portion of the curve are of max.imum importance in selecting the proper engine 
for a spec.ific job° Generally, engines which develop high torques at low speeds will 
give more usable tractive effort and will also give increased engine lifeo 

The Society of Automotive Engineers Handbook, Supplement 82 (.i0), has been of 
considerable assistance in the analyt•cai matching of the desired vehicle operating 
parameters to vehicle manufacturers published data. An outline of one method used 
at the VHRC to study this problem is as follows: 

io Using the tables and equations from the SAE Handbook, estimate 
the power required to o.•er•3ome the a•r resistance, rolling 
resistance• and the chassis friction resistance of a towing vehicle 
of the required s•ze and weight° 

Select the appropriate tire size for the vehicle load and service. 
Convert the total power indicated in step 1 above to tractive effort 
(force)° 

Add the tow bar ptfil imposed by the towed vehicle when it •is operated 
in the desired measurement •onfigurationo 

Convert the net out•.put fx)rque of the engine under consideration to 
tracti.ve effort using the a•ailable drive •rain gear ra•.OSo Select 
an engine which gi•]es •he most desirable margin of e•.cess available 
tractive elfort o'•er the required tractive effort° Study the entire 
range of engine and vehicle speeds. 

Figure 2 shows the totsi rolling vehicle losses as a function of vehicle speed 
for the VHRC towing uni.to Figure 3 shows the total tractive effort required for the 
vehicle as a function of vehicle speed and the total tractive effort that .•.s a•/ailable 
from the engine° 
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Figure 2. Total towing vehicle losses vs. vehicle speed. 
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Bo Veh•.ci_e Specifi•at£on____•s 

The more important veh•.c!e specificat£ons used in ebtaining the VHRC towing 
vehicle are listed below: 

lo Ford F-600 cab and chassi.s with 132" wheelbase. 

2. Gross vebAcle weight 17• 000 pounds. 

30 Engine specifications. 

a© 428 cubic inch displacement• i.ndustri.al quality. 
Gross horsepower 345 at 4600 rpmo 
Net horsepower 218 at 39•0 rpmo 
Gross torque 462 at 2800 rl•mo 
Net torque 358 at 2500 rpmo 

4. Front axle capacity 500• pounds. 

5. Rear axle Rockwel• H= 140• single speed, 17,000 pounds 
capacity and equipped with Ne•-•Sp.in differenti• gearing having 
a 50 83 to 1o 00 ra•oo 

Transmiss•_on Clark 264VO with synchromesh geari.ng and the 
following ratios. 

ao lst•- 60 06 do 4th•-• 1o00 
bo 2nd-- 30 50 eo 5the- 0o799 
co 3rd-- lo8(• f Reverse-- 6.00 
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Split shaft power takeoff capable of delivering 5 hp at test speeds 
and with speed ratio with respect to ground speed of vehicle constant 
and independent of transmission shift level position° 

8. Dual rear wheels. 

9o Tires 7o 50 x 20 8PR, tube type. 

10o 

11o 

12o 

Alternator 60 amps, 900 watts. 

Air compressor mounted on engine and controlled by electromagnetic 
clutch. 

ICC turn signals, emergency flasher signMs, and cab corner clearance 
lights 

Co Vehicle Fabrication 

The Richmond Motor Company, a Ford dealer located in R•chmond, Virginia, 
was awarded a contract to supply the chassis and cab. In order that the 428 CID engine 
•_ight be installed with a minimum of difficulty, the R£chmond Motor Company ordered 
a Model F-600 truck equipped with a 330 CID Medium Duty engine° This engine provided 
a maximum number of components which could be used with the 428 CID engine° The 
portion of the 330 CID engine between the front cover plate and bell housing was removed 
•nd replaced with the corresponding portion of the 428-CID engine. The water pump, 
starter, alternator, fan, and fan belt which came with the 330 CID engine were used 
with the 428 CID eng•_neo It was necessary to use a flywheel and pilot bearing from a 
:330 CID Heavy Duty engine in order to permit the installation o• a heavy duty truck clutch. 
The connections used between the exhaust manifolds and the t•vo heavy duty, free flow 
mufflers were locally fabricated° Both sections of the vehicle dr£ve shaft were modified 
and a Chelsea Model Noo 4714A split shaft power takeoff gear box equipped with a Chelsea 
Model Noo 82 JHC power takeoff unit were mounted just behind the truck transmission. 
Figure 4 shows the essential dimensions of the completed vehicle chassis and cab. 

The body for the towing •ehicle was designed to complement the dimensions and 
weight distribution of the vehicle chassis. From considerations of stability, driver 
:•entrol, and weight distribution, it was desirable te have the water tank mounted as 
.•.ow as possible on the vehicle chassis° This arrangement lowers the center-of gravity, 
increases the breakaway force required to initiate spin-out with the result that the vehicle 
should be "capable of safely negotiating a large fraction of the existing highway curves at 
the posted maximum safe speeds. These considerations led to the conclusion that the 
water tank should be placed directly on the towing vehicle frame• and that the top 'of the 
water tank could then be used as the floor for the occupied portion of the vehicle body. 
.This coniiguration gives an advantage of placing the instrumentation operator high 
enough so that he may see over the cab of the towing vehicle and thus, may more readily 
•.dentify specific portions of the pavement surface that are to be investigated. This 
vantage point a/so permits him to see over the tops of the first four or five automobiles 
which may be following the measurement vehicle and thus he can avoid initiation of the 
measurement cycle when this action may endanger adjacent motor vehicle traffic. 

10- 



DIMENSIONS BASE CURB WEIGHT 

WB 132.0" 

CA 60.0" 

AF 39.0" 

OAL 204.5" 

FRONT 3383# 

REAR 2512# 

TOTAL 5895# 

8•.4"----• 7!.7' 

•.0•-..--, 
FRONT TREAD 

Figure 4o 

FORD F-600 (Modified) 

Towing vehicle chassis dimensions and weights° 

A 15-•inch high water tank having a capacity of 300 gallons was designed in the 
form of three connected rectangular parallelepipedso This geometry was chosen for 
ease of fabrication and to provide wells to accommodate the truck wheels° The three 
major sections communicate with each other by means of a "V" shaped trough that is 
formed along the center of the bottom plate and through holes which were installed in 
the tank baffles° The tank was designed with sufficient venting to permit safe filling 
from fire hydrants using a 2" fire hose° .In an emergency, it can be filled from the 
top with a garden hose or other water source. Replaceable anode rods were installed 
to minimize rusting and the bottom drain opening was designed to permit complete 
drainage° The entire tank was fabricated from 7-gage sheet steel Figure 5 shows a 
plan view of the tank and Figure 6 shows the completed tank installed on the towing 
vehicle chassis° 

The towing vehicle body was designed to fit over the top of and rest on the 
water tank° Some of the major considerations in the design of the body were as follows. 

lo The weight distribution of the body and tank should preserve the 
optimum distribution, of 25% of the load carried by the front axle with 
75% being carried by the rear axleo 

2o The. operator should have 360 ° visibility. 

The interior illumination system should provide adequate 
illumination for work on dark days or at night° 

The vehicle body should provide adequate protected space i'or 
operation and storage of supplies under adverse weather conditions. 
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Figure 5. Plan view of water tank. 

Figure 6. Water tank installed on chassis. 
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The operator's compartment should be• heated for w•nter 
operation° 

6• The rear of the veh•.i.cle bod• shouted prov:ii.de adequate spaoe 
of suffi,c:•ent strength• to permit the meuntiing of a zrai•.er 
hitch and for the mounting oi" the connector panel.s and manii• 
folds that are essentia• t.o the operat.•oon of fhe trailero 

In the •nterest of economy and ease of iabrication• the •,ehicle body was designed 
to make the max,•.mum use ef standard• read:i•,y a•a•ab.•,e ut£1£ty truck body components° 
The Baker Equipment Engineering Cemloany ef Ri,chme•d, V£rgin•a•, completed the fabri- 
cation of the body and installed the body and water tank on •he truck chassis° Figures 7, 
8• and 9 are plan •iews of tb.e outside ]1.eft• riight• and rear body pane_•so Figure i0 is a 

photograph of the :i.nterior of the hose cabS.net and F•..•ure Ii i• a plan •,ii.ew of the sta- 
tionary cabinets that are bui•.t into the ins,ide of the body on the left side of the operator's 
position. There are no cabinets open•.ng £nto the bod,•/ .on the r,ight side of the operator° 
This space was reserved for •nstrument ins•a•lat•.Ono 

The completed tow£ng vebi•cle 'wi.f,.h •.,;ih,e trai.•er atmched,• with two operators and 
•I st•dard equi.pmen•; aboard we:•ghs a •;c•t• of 12• 540 pounds wi,th •he water ta• empty• 
•e front a•e carri.es • 740 pounds o•; this we£g•i; wh£•e the rear •e carries the 
mai•ng 8,840 p•ounds• W•th the water ta•, •ll, these weights £ncrease to 15• 460, 
3,920 and 11,540 pounds respect•ve•yo The veh:•c•e has exh,•b•ted the ability to accelerate 
the skid=resistance measurement •;ra•ler from 0 •;o 60 mph £n 36• 5 seconds with a 

ta•. of water aboard• I•; £s re•.:•ar•y dri:•,•en en £n•ersta?;e h•:•hwa"•• at 65 mph and it has 
been used •o measure the •uriace fr•c•.•n o! •he center pe•:t•ens of mi.le•ong a•rcraft 
•.nways at speeds up to 75 mph• •e a•.•.•e:•age gase•.n.e m:•leage ob•;a•,ned w•,th the unit 
has been about 6o 2 mi•.es per ga•,•on, where, the average i,• taken o•"er a •ong period of 
t•.me• 
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Figure 10. Hose cabinet interior. 
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THE SKID TRAILER 

The VHRC, Model-l, skid-resistance measurement trailer which was to be 
modified and rebuilt to conform to the more recent specifications was completely 
disassembled and all major parts were examined to determine which were suitable 
for use in the newly designed unit. The results of this examination were that the 
only really useful components were the trailer body and frame, the Buick differential 
torque tube and wish-bone assembly, the chassis springs, and the engine driven gen- 
erator set which supplied 115 Volt, 60 Hz power to the recording instruments. 

One of the goals of the rebuilding task was to develop a vehicle which could make 
repeated skid-resistance measurements at a rate of 5 measurements per mile while the 
test vehicle was travelling at 60 mph over a pavement surface having a coefficient of 
friction of 0o 5. If one assumes that the test vehicle is equipped with shoe and drum 
brakes, that the drum is made of cast iron and weighs about 30 pounds, and that the 
test wheel requires 0.5 seconds from brake application to lockup• mathematical analysis 
shows that the rate of temperature rise of the brake drum, in the absence of cooling, 
will be about 45°F per minute° This would limit the measurement sequence to about 35 
determinations or about 7 miles of pavement before brake overheating would terminate 
the sequence. 

Ao Trailer Frame and Wheels 

A somewhat abnormal wheel and brake assembly geometry was adopted for the 
new vehicle in order to decrease the rate of brake drum temperature rise by making use 
of the stream of air which flows by the trailer body when the vehicle is in motion. The 
brake system was designed to place the brake drum outside of the test wheel. A Prior 
No. 3560-8, rectangular steel axle having a 4,000 pound load rating and a 60 inch normal 
tread width was used for this application. 

The Buick torque tube used witch the VHRC, Model 1, trailer was modified, 
lengthened, and fastened, to an adapter flange which had been welded to the center of 
the new axle. This torque tube, with its associated wish-bone assembly, was attached 
to the trailer frame by means of a ball-and-socket joint located in line with and as near 
to the tra•1er hitch as the geometry of the trailer would permit. The torque tube thus 
serves to restrain the rotational tendencies of the trailer axle when the trailer brakes 
are applied• to provide a firm coupling to transmit the longitudinal sheck imposed on the 
trailer a•e during brake application directly to the trailer hitch instead of to the trailer 
•rame• and,. because of its long length, to force the. trailer axle to execute nearly straight 
line vertical motion when accommodating pavement unevenness. An anti-sway bar fas- 
tened to the trailer axle at one end and to the trailer frame at the other end and running 
approximately parallel to the trailer axle is used to control lateral motion of the trailer 
body with respect to the axle. With this geometry, the position of the trailer wheels 
with respect to the trailer hitch is accurately known at all times° This is not the case 
for axles restrained by leaf springs alone. 

The original Buick coil springs were used to support the trailer body. New, 
heavy-duty, direct-acting, linear shock absorbers having closed and open lengths of 
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9-7/8 and ][6-i/8 inches respectively were installed on pads located just in front 
of the trailer axleo Figure •t2 shows the completed trailer axle assembly, Figure 13 
is a photograph of the torque V•be ball joint together with its preload spring, and 
Figure •4 shows the torque t•.be attached to the trailer frame° 

Figure 12o Tra•ler axle assembly° 

The trailer wheels were fabricated from Budd Neo M352•..0 wheels by curling 
+,•e hub from one whee•l and the r•m from a •ecendo These were welded together with 
the hab rever•ed from •t• •n%t£al pcs£t•On.o The resulting wheel and axle combination 
g•.ve• a center.-te-center tread w•dth of 64=3/4 i.nches when }•¢e s£ze 70 50 x 14 ASTM 
•tandard test tires a•e mou•r•edo 

The trailer myle was supplied with t•"e Prior Noo 30071 bearing, hub• and drum 
assemblies° These drums wer<• designed to ace,apt 2 x 12 inch brake shoes. A 6-inch 
diameter steel flange was weld,ad neaz: each end of the trailer axle to position a set of 
Z x 12 i_nch Bendix brake shoes mounted on a Bendix backing plate in the center of the 
brake drum contact area° The backing plates and brake shoes were designed for use in 

the 19•0-63 ser•es of 3/4 ton (}MC tz•okso The spot welds which normally hold the brake 
anchoz pin bearing blocks to the backing plates were reinforced by running a single pass 
welding bead around the periphery of each bearing block° The remainder of the brake 
components used in this assembly were standard Bendix parts except for the brake anchor 

pins 
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Figure 13. Torque tube with ball joint and preload spring. 
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Figure 14. Torque tube attached to trailer frame. 
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Bo Brake Anchor Pins 

The brake anchor pin• were fabricated from Aircraft Quality AISI-4140 steel 
which had been oil quenched from a temperature of 1600°F and tempered at a temper- 
at•re ef B00°Fo Figure 15 shews the dimensions of the anchor pins° Baldw}n-Lima- 
Hamflte Noo AB-II strain gages were fastened to the fiat sides of the anchor pins 
using BLH-EPY-500 high temperature epexyo The gages on each pin were connected 
to form a complete Wheatstone bridge, the gages were waterproofed and the gages and 
connecting leads were coated with RTV silicone rubber to provide a degree of mech- 
anica• protection. Each Wheatstone bridge was connected to shielded, flexible, 
._rubber covered cable which carried the electrical signals to the front of the trailer. 

LEFT SIDE 

D 

RIGH T SIDE 

A AND B TENSION GAGES 
C AND D- CONPRE?SIOAI GAGES 

W/-/EA TS_TOAIE BRID GE 

RIGHT WHEEL STRAIN GAGE IAIS TAL L A TZON 

Fig•ire 15. Instrumented brake anchor pin. 
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C. Brake Control System 

The brake shoes 
are hydraulically activated by means of a modified Bendix 

Hydrovac unit which can, •n turn, be driven by e•ther the skid-resistance measure- 
ment system or by the vacuum develeped by the towing vehicle engine •ntake manifold. 
The brake contro_] system has been designed to permit individual control of each 
trailer wheel, to provide automatic overr•de of the skid-measurement cycle under 
the control of the towing vehicle operator, and to provide automatic trailer brake 
application in the event of a towing h•tch failure. 

Th• active elements of the brake control system are shown •n Figure 16o 
major components are as follows• 

The 

Check Valves A, B, and C: 
Nupro No. B-6C4-1/3, 3/8 '" psi. 

Truck Cab Brake Valve: Bendix Vacuum Brake Control 
(removed from old skid vehicle). 

(3) Vacuum Valve A" Hannifin No. CJ1-37, 3/8 'r, three-way, 115 Volt, 
60 Hz. 

(4) Vacuum Valve 
(modified). 

Hannifin No. CJ1-37, 3/8" three-way, 12 Volt, DC 

(5) Hydraulic Valves C and D• 
(mod•fied)o 

Skinner No. V51-DAl-150, 115 Volt, 60 Hzo 

(6) Hydrovac" Bendix Vacuum Brake Booster modified to function as direct 
acting unit giving 1200 psi hydraulic pressure when subjected to 20" Hgo 
vacuum 

(7) Trailer Brake Master Cylinder: 
as brake fluid reservoir° 

Bendix master cylinder which serves 

(8) 

(9) 

Vacuum Accumulator Tank, 12 gallon capacity. 

Vacuum Relief Valve: Nupro No. B-6R-4M-10, i/4'", i0 psi. 

(i0) Vacuum Pump: Bel• and Gossett, BLV, 1/6 hp, 115 volt, 60 Hz. 

Figure 16 shows all of the valves in the non-energized position. In this condition, the 
entire system is under vacuum including chambers 1 and 2 of the Hydrovac when either 
the truck engine, the trailer vacuum pump or both are in operation. Both trailer wheels 

may roll fr•e. 

For a normal sMd-resistance measurement, the trailer vacuum pump operates 
continuously. Electrical signals from the control panel cause hydraulic valves C or D 
to close in response to the operator"s selection of the wheel path to be measured. 
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After closure of the hydraulic valve• vacuum valve A is energized. This disconnects 
the •rafler vacuum system from the •ruck vacuum system, disconnects the trailer 
vacuum system from the trailer vacuum pump, and simultaneously admits air at 
atmospheric pressure to chamber N•o 1 of the Hydrovac• air is prevented from entering 
chamber Neo 2 of the Hydrovac by check valve Co The difference in air pressures •n the 
tw• chambers of the Hydrcvac causes the large p•ston to move rapidly to the right until 
the force developed •n the large p•ston •s exactly balanced by the force developed in the 
hydraulic cyHndero The initial application ef hydraulic pressure causes the hydraulic 
valve, wh.•ch has been closed electrically,• to se• tightly and the entire pressure 
developed by the Hydrovac •s applied te the selected wheel cylinder, which causes rapid 
appl•cat•on of the brake shees in that wheel° At the termination of the skid-resistance 
measurement, vacuum valve A and the selected hydraulic valve are de-energized and 
beth the truck vacuum system and the trailer vacuum pump start to remove the air that 
has been admitted te the system° Vacuum valve B is energized for about one second to 
permit rapid equal•zat•en of the pressure in both ahambers of the Hydrovac and the 
return spr•ng in chamber No. 2 rapidly moves the large piston to the left• which returns 
the hydraul•.c pressure to near mere and releases the trailer brakes° 

Should the towing vehicle dr•ver wish to apply the trailer brakes, he moves the 
truck cab brake valve° This disconnects the truck engine: manifold from the brake system 
and admits a quantity of air, which is under the control of the operator, into the trailer 
brake system° A microswitch located in the truck cab brake control also turns the trailer 
vacuum pump off and returns vacuum valve A and the hydraulic valves to their non- 
energized position if they happen to be energized. The air admitted to the trailer brake 
system applies the trailer brakes in the manner described in the above paragraph° •rhen 
the truck operator returns the truck cab brake valve to the off position, the trailer vac- 

uum system is reconnected to the truck vacuum system, the trailer vacuum pump is re- 
started• and vacuum valve B is energized for about one second to permit rapid release 
of the tra•er brakes° 

In the event of failure of the trai•er coupling and the vacuum l•ne connecting the 
tra•ler to the truck •s parted• a•r enter_•ng into the open portion of the trailer vacuum 
system will cause appl_•cat•on of the trailer brakes as long as there is a reduced pressure 
•n the vacuum accumulator tank, A s•gnal light mounted on the instrument panel of the 
truck is illuminated whenever there is any hydraulic pressure in the trailer brake system, 
Th•s warns the driver that the trailer brakes are on either intentionally or accidentally, 

D., Wate.r.•pg System. 

The watering system developed for the new vehicle was designed to apply a water 
film in front of a pavement test tire which would conform to the recommendations of the 
ASTM tentative specification. Th•s specification indicates that the water film should be 
w•der than the test tire• that the water film thickness should be 0o 02 ± 0.005 inch, that 
hhe water shall be applied to the pavement Irom 1 to 2 feet ahead of the test tire• and 
that Water should not be splashed on the test Gre. This water film thickness specifica- 
tion was assumed to mean that the water applied ahead of the test tire should be sufficient 
to form a film 0o 05 inch thick on an ideal, plane surface. The watering system used with 
the VHRC, Model-2 veh•.cle was designed around this assumption and the observation that 



a 6 •nch w•de band of water would exceed the footprint width of the ASTM standard 
pavement test tire by almost one inch° Since it was anticipated that skid-resistance 
measurements would not all be conducted at the same vehicle speed• it was decided 
that .it would, be most desirable if the water film thickness remained constant• with- 
out operator supervision• over a w•ide range of test speeds, but the system should 
not be so inflexible as to inhib.it the ability to be quickly changed to permit modifi- 
cation of the rate of water appl•cationo 

Water Nozzles 

The water application nozzles used on the new vehicle were des_igned to apply 
a uniform film of water 6 inches wide by 0.02 inch thick for test speeds ranging from 
10 to 70 mpho Th•s corresponds to water efflux rates ranging from 5o 5 to 38° 5 gallons 
per minute for each nozzle. A 5/8 inch diameter orifice plate located in the distributor 
of each nozzle should be changed to 7/16 inch diameter for best results for water flows 
lower than 8 gallons per minute, and if this orifice is changed to 3/4 inch diameter, 
the water flew rate may be increased to 60 gallons per minuteo 

Each water nozzle is iabricated from a Sporlan Valve Coo, type 1125, brass refrig- 
eration dic•.tributor having twenty-four 1./4 inch diameter openings equally spaced around 
the periphery of the distributor• t•enty-four 23 inch lengths of 1/4 inch copper t•bing• 
and a 1/4 by 1½ by 8 inch piece of bras•so Twenty-four holes 1/4 inch in diameter are 
drilled in the brass plat• to tbrm •¢¢o rows of 12 holes each. The holes are spaced 
1/2 •.nch apart along the rows, the rows are 3/8 inch apart, and the holes in one row 

are offset 1/4 inch from the holes .in the second row. One length oi' copper •ubing is 
soldered into each of the 1/4 inch holes in the distributor. The h•bes are then formed 
so that two tubes emanating from holes spaced at 180 ° with respect to each other in 
the distributor lead to adjacent holes in the same row in the brass plateo The •wo tubes 
which emanate from the holes in the distributor which are at 90 ° with respect to the 
first two tubes are formed so that they lead to adjacent holes in the second row in the 
brass plate° This second pair of holes in the brass plate are displaced along the plate 
by I/4 inch from the first pair. This process is continued around •he distributor until 
M1 of the tubes have been formed• and are positioned in the brass p.l.ateo The last 5 
•.nches of each tube is straightened, the top row of tubes is extended 1 i.nch beyond the 
brass plate and the bottom row is extended 1/2 inch, the tubes are soldered to the brass 
plate• and. the final shape of the nozzle is determined,by bending the.. collect•.on of tubes 
all at one t•.meo ':" 

This arrangement of holes and tube placement ensures that an equal distribution 
of water w.i]•] occur if the distributor is disturbed slightly from the vertical position or 
if the m•asurement vehicle is used on a mildly curved section of pavement° The identical 
tube lengths ensure that the efflux velocities for the water coming from each tube will be 
identical, and the staggered arrangement of the tube ends ensures that f:he individual 
streams of water will not contact each other before they reach the surface of the pavement. 
Each of these conditions must be satisfied for a uniform water ct•.s•ributiono 

The assembly of tubes• brass plate, and distributor are covered with three layers 
oi' fiberglass and epoxy to provide a degree of mechanical pretec•ion•"before the nozzle 
assembly is used on the test vehicle° Figure 17 shows a partially completed nozzle as 

seen •rom the efflux end and Figure 18 shows a completed nozzle mounted on the test 
ve•d•leo 



Figure 17. Partially completed nozzle. 

Figure 18. Nozzle mounted on test vehicle. 
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The water distribution nozzles are fastened to the rigid portion of the plumbing 
system by means of locally designed watertight rotary joints° The efflux ends of the 
nozzles are supported by electrically operated linear actuators which permit the 
nozzles to be remotely lowered to the proximity of the pavement surface when slipperi- 
ness measurements are in progress, but permit them to be raised to a height of about 
i0 inches for normal highway travel. A section of single roller machine chain about 
4 inches long is included in the linkage supporting each nozzle° These flexible sections 
permit pavement surface obstructions to raise the nozzles without causing damage to 
the nozzles or to the supporting li.nkageo 

W at_____e_•r_ .Pumps_ 

The water furn•_shed to each nozzle is supplied by a separate Worthington Co°, 
Type G5--A gear pump mounted on the towing vehicle under the water tank and bet•veen 
the main frame members° These pumps have been modified so that a Pitts Industries, 
No. 10332,. 12 Volt, DC, electromagnetic clutch may be mounted on each unit. Torque 
is supplied to each clutch by means of a separate timing belt driven by a countershaft, 
which in turn is driven by a second timing belt assembly from the output shaft of the 
truck power takeoff unit. The gear ratio which must exist between the power takeoff 
unit and the gear pumps to provide the desired water flow at the test speed is established 
by an installation of belts and pulleys of various pitch diameters° The power takeoff out- 
put shaft on the VHRC, Model,-2 towing vehic•.e• with the water tank half .full, makes 
3442.5 revolutions per mile, or turns at a rate of 3442.5 rpm at a speed of 60 mpho 
The measured displacement of the Worthington pumps is 33 gallons per minute at 20 psi 
and at a speed of 1800 rpmo A set of pulleys giving a power takeoff shaft to gear pump 
speed ratio of 11/21 is used to obtain a water film thickness of 0.02 inch with the new 
vehicle° Since there is a positive drive connection between the towing vehicle drive 
shaft and the gear pumps threugh the timing belts when the electromagnetic clutches are 
engaged, and since the gear pumps are positive displacement de•ices over a w•de range 
of operating speeds, the resulting water flow through the wider distribution nozzles is 
directly proportional to the speed of the towing vehicle and the water film thickness is 
constant and independent of the speed of the vehicle° 

The electromagnetic clutches are controlled by signals generated in the test 
sequence control panel and the pumps are operated only during the test cycle. The 
connections between the towing vehicle and the trailer are made through, quick dis- 
connect fittings fastened to the rear panel of the truck. Pressure relief valves set at 
i0 psi are included in series with each of the distribution nozzles to ensure that the 
connecting lines between the pumps and the nozzles stay full of water between skid,- 
resistance measurements° These lines must be full to ensure that water flow from 
the nozzles begins as soon as the electromagnet•_c clutches are engaged. 

Figure 19 shows the two gear pumps, the two electromagnetic clutches, the 
dr•ving belts and pulleys, the power takeoff unit, the rear of the split shaft gear box, and 
a portion of the towing vehicle drive shaft as they appear from the ground° Figure 20 
shows the trailer hitch and the connecting cables and hoses which run from the towing 
vehicle to the traflero 
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Figure 19. Water pump system. 

Figure 20. Trailer hitch. 
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E. Power SUpply• 

Power for the operation of the measurement and recording instrumentation is 
supplied from a Kohler Model Noo 1 5RM21, i. 5 kw, single phase, ll5Volt, 60 Hz. 
electric plant that is mounted •n the rear of the skid trailer° The generating plant 
may be started remotely from either operating position in the towing vehicle using 
the towing vehicle battery. Gasoline for operation of the generating set •s obtained 
from the truck gas tank by means of an auxillary, electrically operated fuel pump. 

Fo Trailer Dimensions 

The completed trailer has a center of trailer axle to hitch point distance of 
119• 75 •nches• a hitch point height ef 12o 5 inches, a left wheel weight of 1060 pounds, 
a right wheel weight of 1020 pounds, a h•tch point weight of 192 pounds, and the center 
of mass lies 4o 75 inches above and 12o 0 inches in front of the trailer axle. 

CONTROL AND RECORDING SYSTEMS 

The control and recording systems in the skid-resistance measurement vehicle 
were selected from considerations of reliability, ease of operation, and simplicity, in 
that order° The control system was designed te make use of a motor-driven mechanical 
t•mer working with standard relays and switches to provide automatic sequence control 
of the measurement cycle. The recording system was designed around a Brush Devel- 
opment Corporation., Mark 240, 4-channel, strip chart recorder incorporating peripheral 
equipment selected to make the recording unit self-contained with the exception of the 

necessary sensors° All components of both the control system and the recording system 
are located at the instrument operator's position in the towing vehicle except those 
which, by functional nature, must be mounted at the location of the controlled or meas- 

ured phenomena° All of the electrical controls essential for the performance of normal 
•kid-resistance measurements are duplicated •n a control panel mounted just above 
the sun visor at the towing vehicle operator's position° A single operator, by making 
use of th•s panel, may conduct skid-resistance measurements unassisted° 

Ao Control System 

Figure 21 shows a front view of the main control panel, and Figure 22 shows the 
companion panel that is mounted in the cab of the towing vehicle° The switches that 
appear on the main panel and their functions are as follows" 

io Transfer Switch: This switch enables the operator to elect to control 
the measurement cycle from either the towing vehicle operator's 
position or from the instrument operator's position. Parallel control 
of the measurement cycle is not permitted° 
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Figure 21. Main control panel. 

Figure 22. Vehicle driver's control panel. 
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DC Master• This switch connects the 12 Volt, DC operated systems 
in both the towing vehicle and the trailer to the towing vehicle battery. 
It also starts the pressure controlled electric fuel pump which supplies 
gasoline to the engine-driven generator mounted in the rear of the 
traflero 
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Alternator• This switch permits the operator to start and stop the 
engine-driven generator from the active operating position° 

Vacuum Pump• 
the trailer° 

This switch energizes the vacuum pump mounted in 

Continuous Recorder: In the interest of s•ving chart paper, the recorder 
is connected so that it can be operated with all circuits active except for 
the chart drive motor and the recording pen drive motors. When the 
continuous recorder switbh is in the off position, the chart drive and 
recording pen motors are controlled by the measurement sequence 
timer and these motors run for 4o 5 seconds during each measurement 
cycle° When the continuous recorder switch is in the on position, the 
recorder operates continuously° 

Nozzles, Left and Right: These switches permit the operator to raise 
and lower the water distribution nozzles independently. Limit switches 
located in the linear actuators mounted on the trailer automatically 
position the nozzles in the extreme up or down position depending on the 
posit•on of the panel mounted switches. 

Brakes, Left and Right: These switches complete circuits to hydraulic 
valves C and D located in. the trailer so that, at the proper place in the 
skid-measurement sequence, as determined by the sequence timer, the 
appropriate hydraulic valve will be closed to achieve a single-wheel 
measurement° The brake system has been designed so that both trailer 
wheels w•_ll respond to brake application in the absence of electrical 
activation of the hydraulic valves° 

Water Pumps, Left and Right: These switches complete circuits that 
permit the sequence timer to energize the electromagnetic clutches that 
are mounted on the water pumps at the proper time in the measurement 
sequence° 

Brake Check• This switch, which is spring loaded to return to the off 
position, permits the operator to m•omentarily apply brakes to either 
or both trailer wheels as selected by the brake switch without having 
to go through the complete skid-measurement sequence. 

Event Markers, Left and Right: The Brush Instrument Corporation 
recorder has been equipped with event marker pens which place 
identifying marks on the right and left edges of the chart paper° These 
push-button switches control the two event marker pen motors. 
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11o Start Test: This push-button switch initiates the start of a skid- 
measurement sequence° If the button is pushed and held down for 
0o 25 second, the sequence timer will carry out the test sequence using 
the elements selected by the positions of the various switches on the 
control panel° A norms/ measurement sequence lasts for 6 seconds. 
Figure 23 illustrates the normal skid-resistance measurement sequence. 
If the test start push-button is held down, the test sequence is arrested 
3o 0 seconds after the initiation of the test and the skid-resistance 
measurement will continue until 0o 75 second• :,following the release 
of the test start button° The measurement will then be terminated 
following the normal cycle sequence° A second test start push-button 
has been provided at the end of a 15 foot rubber covered cord to permit 
the instrument operator to initiate measurements from locations remote 
from the normal operator's position° 

VaCo B 

Vac. A 

Hydo Value 
C• D 

Recorded 

Waist Variable interval of 
extended recording 

0.5 1.0 1.6 2.0 2.5 $.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 
Time, in seconds 

Figure 23° Test sequence° 

The other items that appear in the photograph of the main control panel 
are pilot lights to indicate the status of the AC and DC power sources, headset 
and microphone jacks for an intercom set, a volume control for the intercom, 
and fuses for the protection of the electrical circuits° 

The heart of the measurement sequence control system is an ATC mechanical 
timer that was salvaged from the VHRC, Model 1, v•.hicle. This unit is a 6-cam, 
motor driven, repeating timer that makes one cycle each 6 seconds° The cams are 
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adjustable as t• opening and closing times, and each cam operates a single SPDT 
microswitcho The t•mer has been modified so that it executes a single 6-second 
sequence each •ime that it is started° The cams have been adjusted to execute 
•he program shown in Figure 2•o 
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.B._o _R_ec0rding System. 

The recording system is a Brush Instruments Corporation, Mark 240, 4-channel 
strip chart recorder° The recorder has been equipped with two Brush Noo RB-4212-00 
carrier type preamplifiers, two Brush Noo 13-4211-20 DC preamplifiers, two Brush 
Noo 15-5221-11 dual pen motor driver amplifiers, and two event markers° The 
recorder and the amplifiers are capable of following sinusoidal signals ranging from 
0 to 55 Hzo The two carrier type preamplifiers provide the excitation voltage for the 
two strain gage bridges that are mounted on the brake anchor p•nSo They contain bridge 
balance controls, sensitivity adjustment controls, they provide electrical s•.gnals for 
verifying system calibration, and they supply electrical signals to-the pen motor driver 
amplifiers that are proporti.onsd to the strain developed in the brake anchor pins° This 
strain results from the torque applied to the brake shoes when the locked wheel is 
caused to slide over the pavement surface° Essential details of the measurement circuit 
are shown in Figure 24o Both the left and rfCght wheel measuring circuits are identical 
and •.nterehangeable• which arrangemen• can sometimes be of assistance •n the temporary 
correction of equipmen• failure when the veh.icle is away from its garage area° 

Channels 
3,4 

Wheatstone Bridge Strain Gage Control Recorder Brush Mark 240 
for Anchor Pin and Preamplifier Amplifier Recorder 

Figure 240 Skid-force recording system° 

Vehicle speed is recorded simultaneously with skid--resistance by one channel 
of the Brush recordero An electrical sign• that is proportional to the speed of the 
vehicle is generated by a Weston Inst.ruments Company, Model 750, DC, tachometer 
generator mounted on a tachometer pad that was purchased as a part of the split 
shaft; gear box° This el ectr•.cal signal is processed by one of the Brush DC preamp- 
lifiers and is recorded on the strip chart° Operation of the speed recording system 
as it was originally installed revealed that the tachometer generator and recorder 
combination were capable of responding to the small angular accelerat•ons that are 
inherent i.n most unJ.versa• joint drive shaft systems and that the •oltage excursions 
caused by these vibrations made the task of reading the strip chart somewhat difficult° 



A small low-pass filter installed between the tachometer generator and the input to 
the DC preamplifier eliminated this difficulty. Figure 25 gives the functional details 
of the speed recording system. F•gure 26 shows the strip chart recorder mounted in 
the operating position in the skid-resistance measurement vehicle, and Figure 27 
shows a typical skid-resistance measurement. 

( 
D. C. Tachometer 
Oenerst•r 

0 

0 

18- 

D, C. Preamp. 
Amp. 

Brush Mark •40 
Reoorder 

Figure 25. Speed recording system. 
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Locked Wheel 
Condition 

Time Interval 
of Tape 

Evaluation 

0 1 2 

Wheel un] 

Figure 27. 

Time, seconds 

Typical skid-resistance measurement record. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Ao Conclusions 

The Virginia Highway Research Council, Model-2, skid-resistance measure- 

ment vehicle has now been in use for a number of months and• for the most part, the 
performance of the vehicle has been as anticipated° There have been some mainte- 

nance difficulties but these have been, for the most part, the result of failures involving 
commercially available components° Highway experience with the vehicle has indicated 
that the proposed addition of a digital readout system must be carried to a satisfactory 
conclusion and that both the cab and the operator's space in the towing vehicle should 
be air conditioned in order to furnish a more satisfactory environment for the operation 
of the electronic equipment, and to provide a more comfortable atmosphere for the 
equipment operators° 

The skid-resistance measurements made with the new vehicle still do not cor- 
relate as closely as one would wish with data obtained on the same surfaces using the 
Virginia stopping-distance car° One observation which may be of significance in this 
problem is that high speed motion pictures made of the skidding wheel of the skid- 
resistance measurement vehicle and of a skidding wheel on the stopping-distance car 

on the same piece of pavement while the vehicles were traveling at approximately the 
same speed show that the skid-resistance measurement vehicle wheel slides smoothly 
without bouncing, while the wheel on the stopping-distance car may execute severe 
verticsl excursions and, at times• may completely loose contact with the pavement 
surface° 

B Recommendations 

In view of the above observations, it is strongly recommended that a detailed 
study be made of the performance of several types of skid-resistance measurement 
vehicles with the study being designed to provide an understanding of the sources of the 
phenomena which lead to this lack of correlationo 
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